**Tense & Flow.**

**Ten years**

**Flow.** 17 bases, 14 shells, 11 colors, 280 fabrics, more than 150'000 configurations. **Tense.** 5 heights (H 35, 45, 73, 90, 110), 16 finishings, 37 sizes, over 1'600 possible combinations, 1 thickness.
Story about a chair

1. Flow Slim graphite grey, 4 legged, parigi fabric
2. Flow Slim graphite grey, 4 legged, central leg, todi fabric
3. Flow Stool VN 4 legged, natural oak
4. Flow Chair Color white, 4 legged, summer fabric
5. Flow Stool white VN 4 legged, steel
6. Flow Chair Color 4 legged, natural oak

Story about a table

7. Tense low table H35, medium grey matt fenix
8. Tense Diamond H73, extra gloss red
9. Tense Material dining table H73, carbonised oak wood
10. Tense working table H73, white solid surface
11. Tense Material dining table H73, reconstructed stone
12. Tense Intarsia dining table H73, reconstructed marble black/ebony/marble white carrara